
 4 different sets of cards 
 24 cards in each set 
 96 cards total 

 
 

Grades 1-3 

More Resources by Rachel  

Enhance vocabulary with these four sets 
of I Have, Who Has cards! 

 
 

 

I have 

     song 
Who has the synonym for 

 sleepy 

Set 2 

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Rachel-Lynette


Here are four sets of synonym I Have, Who Has cards for grades 1-3. 
Each set contains 24 cards for a total of 96 different cards. Each card is 
labeled with a set number and  each set has a different color border to 
keep them from getting mixed up. In addition, there are guidelines for 
easy cutting. For your reference, a list of all the synonyms included are 
listed at the end of the document.  
 
To Play 
Distribute the cards in a single set more or less evenly to the players. 
The order does not matter as long as the cards have been mixed up. To 
begin, a student reads the bottom half only of one of his or her cards. 
The student that has the answer to the question (the correct synonym) 
then reads his or her entire card. Continue playing until all the cards 
have been read. If played correctly, the last answer will be the first half 
of the first card that was read.  
 
There are several ways to use these cards: 

 Play with the whole class by giving each student one card.  
 

 Play in small groups of 3, 4, 6, or 8. Students could play several 
times, redistributing the cards each time, or have groups trade 
card sets after a set time period. Since there are four different 
sets, the whole class can play at one time.  
 

 Use at a center. Students could play in small groups, or a single 
student could use the cards by lining them up in the correct order.  
 

      
 
 This resource was created by 

Rachel Lynette copyright 2010. It 

may be printed and photocopied  

for single classroom and personal 

use only and may not be sold or 

distributed in any form. Thank you 
for respecting the copyright. 

This preview includes the first 

page of cards for each of the four 

sets, plus the list of synonyms for 

all four of the card sets.  
 



 

 

I have 

     quick 
Who has the synonym for 

 rich 

Set 1  

I have 

     wealthy 
Who has the synonym for 

 cry 

Set 1 

 

I have 

     yell 
Who has the synonym for 

 baby 

Set 1  

I have 

     infant 
Who has the synonym for 

 fast 

Set 1 

 

I have 

     large 
Who has the synonym for 

 funny 

Set 1  

I have 

     silly 
Who has the synonym for 

 shout 

Set 1 
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I have 

     middle 

Who has the synonym for 

 scared 

Set 2  

I have 

    afraid 
Who has the synonym for 

 man 

Set 2 

 

I have 

    kind 
Who has the synonym for 

 child 

Set 2  

I have 

     kid 

Who has the synonym for 

 center 

Set 2 

 

I have 

     song 
Who has the synonym for 

 sleepy 

Set 2  

I have 

     tired 
Who has the synonym for 

 nice 

Set 2 
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I have 

     rug 

Who has the synonym for 

 hear 

Set 3  

I have 

     listen 

Who has the synonym for 

 under 

Set 3 

 

I have 

     spoiled 

Who has the synonym for 

 chair 

Set 3  

I have 

        seat 

Who has the synonym for 

 carpet 

Set 3 

 

I have 

     cheerful 
Who has the synonym for 

 hard 

Set 3  

I have 

     difficult 

Who has the synonym for 

 rotten 

Set 3 
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I have 

     coat 

Who has the synonym for 

 jewel 

Set 4  

I have 

    gem 
Who has the synonym for 

 powerful 

Set 4 

 

I have 

    sketch 
Who has the synonym for 

 autumn 

Set 4  

I have 

        fall 
Who has the synonym for 

 jacket 

Set 4 

 

I have 

     loud 
Who has the synonym for 

 insect 

Set 4  

I have 

     bug 

Who has the synonym for 

 draw 

Set 4 



       List of synonyms in each set 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Set 1 

large huge 

funny silly 

shout yell 

baby infant 

fast quick 

rich wealthy 

cry sob 

cold chilly 

cut clip 

start begin 

throw toss 

store shop 

robber thief 

fight battle 

flower blossom 

drive steer 

sad unhappy 

friend buddy 

girl gal 

shove push 

smile grin 

lid cover 

hurt harm 

quiet silent 

Set 2 

song tune 

sleepy tired 

kind nice 

child kid 

center middle 

scared afraid 

man fellow 

rabbit bunny 

laugh giggle 

end finish 

dinner supper 

look stare 

cabin cottage 

close shut 

hurry rush 

fly soar 

talk chat 

mug cup 

angry mad 

stomach belly 

walk hike 

smart clever 

hit slap 

odd strange 

Set 3 

cheerful happy 

hard difficult 

rotten spoiled 

chair seat 

carpet rug 

hear listen 

under below 

pail bucket 

close near 

couch sofa 

garbage trash 

sick ill 

wreck ruin 

talk speak 

present gift 

all every 

lift raise 

road street 

cook chef 

pull tug 

slim slender 

repair fix 

beach shore 

right correct 

Set 4 

loud noisy  vacation trip  find locate 

bug insect short brief simple easy 

draw sketch bad awful get receive 

autumn fall blend mix picture image 

jacket coat collect gather thing object 

jewel gem bother annoy rip tear 

powerful strong connect join narrow thin 

ship boat dirt soil trade swap 



 

 

 

You may also want to check out:  
   

Synonyms for 23 Overused Words http://bit.ly/hqYvup 

Any Book Literature Worksheets http://bit.ly/f3BKGj 

Any List Spelling Activities     http://bit.ly/g0RfOU 

200 Would You Rather Questions http://bit.ly/gDqq23 

Tic-Tac-Toe Journal Prompts    http://bit.ly/hqYvup 

           

 http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Scaven

ger-Hunts-15-for-Dictionary-Library-Math-Nature-Internet- 

 
 

 

 

 ready-to-use 
 highly rated 
 reasonably priced 
 correlated to 

common core standards 
 

 

"Awesome! Awesome! 

Awesome! Bought many 

products from Rachel and 

they are all amazing!" 

 

 -TpT buyer Jennifer Williams 

 
Visit my TpT store to find more literature resources as well as 
language arts, math, creative & critical thinking activities, and 
classroom management tools.  
 
You will also find a plethora of totally free resources! 

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Rachel-Lynette 
 

 

 

A lot of my TpT earnings go to my son's college tuition.  

So, you are helping to educate yet another young person when you buy from me!  

 Thank you so much for 

downloading this free preview. I 
Have, Who Has is lots of fun and 

a great way to improve 

vocabulary. Get all four complete 

sets when you purchase the 

product.  
 

 
 

 

One last thing. You can find ways to 

facilitate creative and critical thinking 

at  www.minds-in-bloom.com 

       "Like" my facebook page to find out about 
        frequent freebies, sales, and special offers. 
        www.facebook.com/mindsinbloom 
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